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Subsequently, another thought that recently struck me is
why do we always seem to focus only on the fighting and
soldiering aspect?  It might come as a surprise to some of
you but not everyone goes crazy for big pointy sticks or
things that go bang bang (I know weird right?!).  Yes I know
we have Living History to counter this to some degree but
that requires active engagement from the public in order to
converse with them on non-fighting elements and get
particularly the women/whole family unit interested in what
we have to offer and what we do/stand for.  And we do have
so much to offer to those who don't want to take up arms
but I'm not sure if we capitalise on it as much as we could.

Wouldn't it be nice then if at smaller events, we could
include different aspects to the arena displays or even
broadcast over loudspeaker from the LH camp itself?

· At Ulverston an example of fine dining for Officers
worked really well with accompanying commentary but
what about contrasting that against a demonstration on
the diet of the poor ordinary folk?

· How about staging a musical display demonstrating the
different drum commands (sorry Tracey!)

· We could show off all the Scots Brigade colours and
talk about each Regiment in more detail about how to
recognise us on the field later.

· What about a fashion parade?  Let's show and explain
the different types of attire for men AND women from
rich to poor, from lowland to Highland to English.  How
is it worn, what is it called etc, etc.  (In fact this last one
I have already tentatively raised with Nikki Shaw for the
next Scottish muster).

Anyway all food for thought perhaps.
Best wishes,
Karen Poffley, Editor

Editors Comment
I often wonder at how many strangers' photo albums we've all
appeared in over the years..I knew someone once who on
learning I did SK, was keen to show me their pics from an event
they'd watched years before -  and sure enough, there were
people (Scots no less!) in that album whom I recognised, which
felt both amazing and a bit bizarre actually but it was only of the
fighting.

Having participated in dozens of marches through towns and
having strode onto numerous battlefields, it has often struck me
how little attention the trailing baggage trayne actually gets
(Living History encampments excluded).  When we are marching
sandwiched between 'exciting' blocks of pike or musket  - as
occurs with a major armie march - of course pictures of the
various baggage traynes are taken as the procession continues to
pass, but that I sense is more owing to logistics. However when
actually bringing up the rear, we in the baggage trayne often
physically see the public lower their phones, cameras,
camcorders as we approach.  The same is often true of SK
members taking photos.  This is not meant as a criticism but
merely an observation.

However it does lead me to pass the comment 'why oh why oh
why, do the vast majority of people stop clicking away or
videoing once the last line of musket or pike has passed?'  Indeed
I know I am not alone in witnessing such or in feeling the
frustration of apparent invisibility or maybe being considered
'too boring' to photograph. I know we're not as exciting as the
soliders, or have the finery of the officers or the visual of the
drums and Colours but we're here and we count too!!  Perhaps
that's why it's always such a thrill when images appear that
include or (heaven forbid) actually focus on the Baggage Trayne!
Sadly it's my guess that we're just not in as many photo albums
as all the action guys and gals.
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My first Adjutants Corner and it’s renewal time, so my first
post is a bit of an essay!

All details for 2019 renewals can be found on page 8 of the
most recent copy of Orders (Summer 2018). To save you
all having to look it up, I’ve copied the key information
below.

Please, please, please use the online renewal! It’s
really easy to do, saves time for everyone involved in the
process and also gives you an extra 2 months to get your
renewal in!

If you haven’t renewed online before, please email
registration@thesealedknot.org.uk with your name and
current membership number. You will get an email back
with a login ID, password and instructions on what to do
next.

If you joined online last year, you will get an email
reminder at the end of August. Alternatively you can login
at https://skmembership.wildapricot.org/ at any time. If
you’ve forgotten your password, you can generate a new
one through the “forgot password” link.

Can you please send a quick email to
gordons.adjutant@outlook.com to confirm you’ve rejoined
online, as it will help me keep track of anyone I need to
nag!

If you are not able to renew online for any reason, email
me at gordons.adjutant@outlook.com. I will send you a
form for paper renewal which has to reach the
membership secretary before the end of November 2018,
so I will need to have the completed form and your cheque
by the end of October please.

Thanks all!  Lyn Johnson, Adjutant

.

“By courage, not craft”
Your proud Commanding Officer,
Nick Proudman

The C.O.'s Address
(because Highlander's don't do briefs!)

Fellow Gordon's,

We are now well into the muster season and what a
season it has been. The addition of new faces into the
regiment has been a fantastic boon giving new energy and
enthusiasm to the regiment and brigade. The kit standards
have been excellent among all thanks to the desire to look
the part among newer members and kind loans from our
own and others in the Scots Brigade. This has really
helped keep up the appearance and standards. Excellent
effort from all.

The earlier season started slowly but momentum has
picked up a pace over the spring and summer months and
we are now steaming towards August bank holiday major.
At Bristol, we took the field as Rutland musket with our
pikemen adding in additional numbers. Perhaps a little too
keen to show our stuff, we were a very well trained and
orderly rabble. Faced off two blocks on both days with
true Scots Brigade style.  In the evening of Saturday we
celebrated our Kevin's 60th birthday. Thank you to the
Gordon's Cocktail Crew for flooring a good few of the
brigade and many of our guests.  I will never drink a
Negroni without a side garnish of crispy bacon again.

Newark was a fantastic turn out with our first outing for
the Scots Brigade pike block made up of  nine Gordon's
and led by our own Stevie Langan.The musket also had a
great turn out. Shenanigans in the Organ Grinder and hard
fought fun on the field. We then had  three superb Scots
Brigade musters, that really showed the depth of
experience and quality that we have in the Scots Brigade.
It started with a fun one day Scots Brigade event at Little
Totham in Essex which was attended by a good few
Gordon's. Thanks especially to Mike and Lyn Johnson who
were able to make it at the last minute and travelled down
from the midlands to provide top notch drill and the
Gordon's pikes for use of. Thirlestane, Scotland was
absolutely fantastic with members and guests travelling the
length of the Kingdom to attend what was an immensely
fun weekend. Ford Park, Ulverston followed the weekend
after to top off the three brigade events with, by all
accounts a cracking little muster that was planned,
organised and run by fellow Gordon's, Tim, Fi, Steve and
Kerry. Well done, an  absolutely superb effort.

We now have August bank to look forward to. Clean your
muskets, repair your armour, pick up your target and
buckle  on your sword belts. The Gordon's are coming.
It's going to be glorious.

Claydon Estate 25th to 27th August (ABH Major)
· Full attendance.
· Scots Gate Guard  Duty - Sat 12noon to 6 pm [thank

you to those who volunteered - rota posted on FB
Scots Brigade page]

· Full Highland Kit
· Probation Review*
· Pike Drill Display  (Sunday 10.00-10.45)
· Public Drill Display (Sunday 11.15-11.45 Scots kit,

Monday 11.15-11.45 - Rutland Militia kit)
· Brigade Cocktail Party -  see notice board (& FB posts)

for more info
· Brigade Meeting (Sunday 6-7pm)

*Postponed and will be announced in a few weeks.
Red Ribbons to be presented at the Hollie in March
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Frontline Despatches
MAJOR
Ashton Court, Bristol 27-28 May
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Rutland Militia was the order of the day for our first major of
the season and yet in Scots style, we got to fight for both
Parliament and Royalist armies.  Day one after being sent out
as the Forlorn Hope, we survived to defend the encampment
as indeed we did on day two despite starting off on the
opposing side attacking!  What it is to be in demand eh?!

The weather was muggy and water in short supply but we
soldiered on and put on a grand display as our alternate egos
with both Armies reporting to be pleased to play alongside us.

Prior to the battle starting, we shared a moment of silence as
we commemorated the passing of our dear Paul Sturman with
a musketfire salute.

Back on the plastic campsite, once we'd forged a pathway
through the knee-high grass, the usual frivolity and fun ensued.
Thanks to Wolfgang for the special schnapps to help us
celebrate Sam's 50th but it should be noted that it's actually
the cheese you need to watch out for according to Globags!

Karen Poffley

(L)  Our beautiful pink birthday fairy

(C) Holding court while minions fawn and beg
for attention

(R) Should these men even be allowed near
fire let alone trusted to light one?!?!
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Frontline Despatches

MAJOR
Queen's Sconce, Newark, 23-24 June
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The Scot’s Brigade once again returned to the
beautiful Queen’s Sconce in Newark-on-Trent to
help re-enact the town’s role in the English Civil War
over the 23rd-24th June.

On day one the Scot’s Brigade entered the field as
Rutland, to enter battle over the internationally
important heritage feature. This lead to a rather
impressive display for all, as it is surrounded by open
space and playing fields. With a strong drum
presence, the battle was entered with high
excitement and we saw some excellent pike pushes
from a sole Scot’s populated block; there was a
brilliant turnout resulting in a full block including
Scot’s newest recruit Mr Daniel Nicholls. Parliament
advanced on royalist forces. The first siege was
repelled.

On day 2, the Scot’s Brigade entered the field as
proud Scots. Again, an excellent turnout and an
impressive display with accurate highland kit on
display from all. The public were visibly impressed
when the Scot’s entered the field and displayed some
brilliant and explosive Musket displays – well done to
everyone involved for a truly impressive Scot’s
display!

On day 2 the second siege took place, Parliament
(fighting with Scots alongside) won. Huzzah!

As ever, off the field, the social atmosphere was
buzzing. The extraordinary hot weather helped to
bring everyone out of their tents and head to the
cool watering hole (the local Organ Grinder.)

The back room was brilliantly populated by blue
bonnets, fuelled with copious amounts of Sambuca –
the evenings were just as memorable as the battles.

Saturday evening took a slightly unusual turn with
numerous ‘Kevin Westwood’s attending our glorious
leader’s Birthday bash. The infamous Scot’s cocktails
made for a great night once again - Great friends,
great memories – Huzzah for the Scot’s Brigade!

Rebecca Veasey
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BOOKED MINI
The Swan, Little Totham, 7 July
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It must be 20 years since I/we did an event like this. Fraser’s made a policy
decision back then to stop doing fetes/gala days as we found them to be
uniformly depressing, embarrassing, boring, pointless and not worth the effort. I
did some back in the day with Loudon’s ECWS which were unbelievably awful
and I really would rather forget. So when our friend Judy who lives in this small
village in Essex first told me she’d like to get the SK to put in an appearance at
the local church fete I was less than enthusiastic. However she took over the
running of the event this year and my resolve finally crumbled, particularly since
she works in the rather excellent village pub, the Swan and they were happy to
let us camp for two nights and put food on for us. That swung it. Thus what is
for us a very small number (less than 20) members of the Brigade found
ourselves camped out behind the back of the Swan on the Friday evening. This
came as something of a surprise to the very friendly Dutch couple who happened
to join us for the weekend and were treated to the full gamut of the ever-
hospitable Mr Bunton’s booze stash.

I am enormously grateful to those who turned up. With so many more significant
events for people to fit in, it was very decent of everyone who came to do so,
when the format of the event was such an unknown quantity.  In the usual spirit
everyone mucked in and while thanks are due to everyone, particular thanks go
to Mike (Sam) Johnson for bringing the pikes, Tony Johnson for taking on the
persona of the witchfinder and all those who lent out Venice red coats so we
actually appeared as a damn good-looking New Model Army unit (which was
what I wanted, as it was meant to be the time of the Siege of Colchester 1648).
Thanks also go to Jim Rushbrook of Bard’s for doing powder and Ian Blyth and
Sam for running the displays. Judy was extremely grateful to us for doing an
unscheduled spot replacing some no-shows.

Couple of things that stood out about the event:  First the weather – blazing hot
so no joke having to do anything in kit on such a day. Fortunately the bar sold
both cold drinks and decent beer.  Second we had a bit of competition from a
football match (a World Cup quarter final so I believe) between England and
another team, so further gratitude to everyone for performing while this was
taking place.  One of the day’s unbroken series of perfect musket volleys
certainly woke up one group of young people who had been ignoring what was
going on.

So doing a fete/gala doesn’t have to be dreadful if (a) it’s a well-organised one and
(b) there’s an added incentive, in this case the pub. Everyone who came said how
much they enjoyed it and Judy wants us back next year if we can do it. That’ll
depend on the SK’s plans for 2019, but personally I’d be happy to run it again if
people are supportive. Let me know if you are up for it again and we’ll ask to do
it if there’s enough interest.

Slainte,
Martin Gershman.
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The blue bonnets were back over the border and in fine
form for our very own staged muster back at the beautiful
Thirlestane castle.

With help from our friends from other regiments, the Scots
Brigade again did ourselves proud.  Typically, despite the
sizzling hot temperatures of the past weeks, with the
dawning of the weekend came the rain and drop in
temperature more akin to that expected from a Scottish
summer.

However in true stalwart Scots fashion, the inclement
weather did not dampen our spirits (even if powder) and we
proudly marched through the town, put on displays and a
skirmish for the few public who braved the weather to come
and watch and, when needed, we huddled in shelters to
populate the impressively sized Living History encampment.

We celebrated Nessy's 40th birthday.  We drank and ate
quite a lot at the Black Bull Hotel where we were all given a
warm welcome by the Landlord and lady.  But above all, we
had so much fun - and how lovely it was to see all the kids
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LARGE
Thirlestane Castle, Lauder  28-29 July

playing together. Even our big kid Angie got a chance
to play with the big guns much to her delight!

A Scottish muster is always special and it was great to
see so many people make the effort to support this
event.  Special thanks of course goes to Nikki, Kevin
and Lyn Shaw for organising this event alongside Mike
Netten and Cheryl Janis Beer.

There are sooooo many great photos from
Thirlestane 2018.  We even have a couple of videos;
one produced by Thirlestane Castle itself and another
by fellow knotter Cat Tellright, as we left camp to
march through the town.  Do go and check out the
uploads on our FB pages and of course Rusty's
website (where you'll find a 'sensible' picture of the
kids but I couldn't resist showing you all the cheeky
precursor I took of our little darlings lol).

Karen Poffley



Fight for Ford Park delights crowds in civil war re-enactment extravagansa
Re-enactment society The Sealed Knot took over Ulverston's Ford Park over the weekend

By Reece Hanson
First published online on 5 August 2018 4:38PM

A CIVIL war re-enactment transformed a town's park into a 17th century battlefield over the weekend.
The Sealed Knot, the UK's oldest re-enactment society, set up camp in Ulverston's Ford Park to entertain
and educate hundreds of visitors.

From deafening booms of cannon fire to a living history village, the event showcased life during the
English Civil War.  Tim Worrall, society major and organiser of the event, said:

The popular spectacle provided a first-hand insight into life, weapons and food during the time. Mr
Worrall said:

[sic]

Suzanne Pender, chair of the trustees at Ford Park, praised the group for their efforts in attracting
hundreds to the town over the weekend.  She said:
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BOOKED MINI
Ford Park, Ulverston, 4-5 August
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Hot off the heels of Thirlestane, one weekend later, the Scots and
friends ventured onto the birthtown of Stan Laurel to wow the locals
with a mini muster.

The weather was kinder than the previous weekend with the event
attracting a sizable crowd both days, most of whom stayed for the
duration and really engaged with the arena displays and Living History.

Well done to Tim & Fiona Worrall and Steve & Kerry Kosak for
organising such a great little event.  Below is the local coverage
received [the original accompanying photos have been omitted].

Karen Poffley
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Special Feature In The Footsteps of Montrose By David Wilton

Last year, I put the word out that I was planning
a hike following the route of Montrose before the
battle of Inverlochy in 1645. After much planning
and preparation, we finally hit the hills on April
21st.

After a suitably Scottish Vegetarian Breakfast of bacon,
square sausage, black pudding and haggis (that went nicely
with the egg, beans and tomato), Viv Boyd and I set off
into the hills. It was a gloriously warm and sunny day,
which was far more than we could have hoped for at that
time of year.

After 3 hours of trekking on the old military road, we
came to the time to head out cross country. And that’s
when things started to get a bit brutal. Looking at the map,
the next section of the route, over the high passes into
Glen Roy, looked so simple. In reality, the terrain was a
broken mix of bogs, ravines and walls of heather-clad peat.
The only tracks to follow were provided by the local Red
Deer population. As for people, well, we didn’t see a
single soul all day. In fact, I saw more frogs than people,
and I only saw one! So, apart from the solitary frog, the
deer and a few startled grouse, we had the mountainside
to ourselves.

Up in the hills, we were sheltered from the wind and the
temperatures soared. Our new 2 pint leather water
bottles were quickly emptied, so we refilled them from
the many babbling streams along the way. The water was a
bit peaty (a bit like drinking an Islay single malt) but it was
cold and refreshing, even though it was a bit brown in
colour.

I had underestimated the time needed to get down into
Glen Roy. The route that we chose was less steep, but a
lot longer than the direct route via Glen Turret. So we
had an extra 3 hours of hiking to contend with, along with
many fords to cross. I think my boots have only just dried
out.

But thanks to Viv’s awesome navigational skills we made it,
a lot later than I had estimated, but we made it!

As for getting an army over the mountains, well, now I
know what an incredible feat it was. Next time, we’ll go
the direct route though. And yes, there will be a next
time!

Special thanks to Viv Boyd and Richard Boyce from
O’Cahan’s for helping make this adventure happen.

ISSUE 60



Name:  Lyn & Mike (Sam) Johnson

Occupation in SK:     L: Musketeer or civilian    M: Pikeman

No of years in SK:  L: 22 years  M: On and off since 1984 (mostly on)

What got you into SK?: L:  I got chatting to a guy wearing a Cassaque, smoking black cherry tobacco
in a clay pipe…..

M: Saw a poster in a model shop

Additional info:               Lyn's sister and brother-in-law are in Blew Rgt LTB, and Lyn makes kit when
Mike nags her enough!

With an ever-growing Regiment and people not always able to attend every muster, it can get difficult to
remember who is who.  In 'Pass The Quill', each issue we will focus on different members of the Regiment
in this fun and lighthearted way of getting to know more about our fellow Gordon's.

In addition to the standard overview, each person will be asked to randomly answer 10 questions from a
selection of 25, which will be shared here.
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Pass the Quill: THE JOHNSON'S

Choose three 'ultimate' dinner guests (dead or alive)
L: Nelson Mandela, Mother Theresa, Richard Gere

Last book read or film watched
M: St Nicholas Owen, Priest Hole Maker

What are the three things you can't live without
(excluding family & friends)?
M: cats, books, coffee

Sunrise or sunset?
L:  Sunset
M: Never awake for sunrise so it would have to be sunset

As a kid, what did you want to be when you grew up?
L: a long distance lorry driver

Name something you have never done but always
wanted to
L: bungee jump

What's the craziest thing you've ever done?
L: Let's not go there!....

Morning lark or night owl?
L:  Night owl

Ocean, forest or mountain?
L:  Ocean every time - I come from the Kent coast…
M:  Mountain

What makes you happiest?
L: Seaside, Mike & Coffee

How long can you stand on one leg for?
M:  Which one?

Random Q&A
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Doing a reading at a friend's wedding with
the 'help' of orangutan 'Ali' as you do!

What is your favourite saying?
L: You never touch the magic if you don't reach out far enough
M: Kids, be free, be whatever you are, do whatever you want
to do - just so long as you don't hurt anybody

Who was the last person to send you a text?
M:  EE Credit

What did your very last text say?
M:  You have 0.04 left on your phone

Are you usually early, on time or late?
L:  Early

Whats the best piece of advice you've been given?
M:  If James Crew offers you anything yellow to drink, just
refuse it



Name:  Helmut "Harry" and Colette "Letty"Meissner

Occupation in SK:     H: Musketeer     C: Canon

No of years in SK:  H: 31 years     C: 25 years

What got you into SK?: H:  Via Musketiere     C: A day out with Globags to Lithgow Palace

Additional info:              Live in Memmingen.  Helmut was crowned the 2016 Fischertag King

With an ever-growing Regiment and people not always able to attend every muster, it can get difficult to
remember who is who.  In 'Pass The Quill', each issue we will focus on different members of the Regiment
in this fun and lighthearted way of getting to know more about our fellow Gordon's.

In addition to the standard overview, each person will be asked to randomly answer 10 questions from a
selection of 25, which will be shared here.
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Pass the Quill: DAS MEISSNER'S

Last book read or film watched
H: Utred books by Bernard Cornwell
C: "A life in death" by Sue Black

Sunrise or sunset?
H:  Sunrise    C:  Sunset

Favourite drink?
H: Beer     C: Beer or a good Gin & Tonic

Name 3 things you can't live without (family & friends
excluded)
H: Beer, whisky and good food
C: Photographs, sunshine and shower

Last meal would be…?
H: homemade Scnitzel with potato salad
C: Steak Pie

Most memorable muster and why?
H:  Sudely Castle great battle and lots of mud!
C:  Caerlaverock - because you never forget your first…

Craziest thing you've ever done?
H: Married Colette!

Name something you have never done but always
wanted to
H: Fly a plane

Morning lark or night owl??
M:  Morning lark

Ocean, forest or mountain??
H: Forest   C: Ocean

Random Q&A
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What superpower would you choose??
H: Invisibility

What makes you happiest?
H:  a good beer with good friends

If aliens exist and we could communicate with them,
what would your message be?
H:  Can I help you?

What is your favourite saying?
C: Geradeaus

Who was the last person to send you a text?
H: My wife

If you had a warning label, what would it be?
C: When sleeping do not disturb

Are you usually early, on time or late?
H: Early

Whats the best piece of advice you've been given?
C: Do something everyday that makes you smile



BAVARIAN NIGHT
To welcome our friends from
Memmingen, we will again be
having a Bavarian themed
night on Friday from 7pm.
Bavarian dressing is optional
but you know you want to

BRIGADE COCKTAIL
PARTY
Saturday night from 7.30pm.
£5per head (kiddies, expectant
mums and non-drinkers free).
Money payable on the night to
Globags. DEADLINE FOR
PARTICIPATION HAS
NOW PASSED! Any issues,
please message Gloria via FB.

Fancy dress theme is
1960s/Hippies.

CLAYDON ABH
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Noticeboard

Evil as we know he can be (or at least
some of the concoctions he serves us),
Mr Crew has thrown down the gauntlet
and challenges the Scots to find him the
most devilish or bizarre alcoholic
beverage in a bottle.

Keep an eye out when on your
travels/holidays and bring him back a
bottle which will then be shared amongst
the Brigade and judgement passed.

At the end of the 2019 season, the
winner will be awarded a prize.

Happy hunting and god help us all!
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THE POISONER'S
CHALLENGE

PR & RECRUITMENTBecca Veasey has set
up a new official
instagram account for
the Scots Brigade so
please do follow and
add photos.

The Brigade now has two pop-up recruitment
banners.  One will be kept in Scotland and one for
the South.  Additionally Tim Worrall produced a
set of four promotional boards for the Ulverston
mini which have since
become available for use
by the whole Brigade.

Anyone requiring PR or
recruitment material
(including leaflets and
business cards), should
contact Karen Poffley in
the first instance.

@scotsbrigade

APPOINTMENTS

Lyn Johnson - new Adjutant effective June
Jack Bunton - new Treasurer effective June
Mike Netten - promoted from Corporal

to Sergeant
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Contact Info

Next Issue due: December 2018 Photographs courtesy of Rusty Aldwinkle, Tim Worral, Jack Bunton,
Lyn Johnson, Kerry and Aneska Kosak, Karen Poffley,
Nessy Stevenson, Colette Meissner and Al Milby of the Ulverstopn
Camera Shop.  Apologies to anyone I've
pilftered from and missed off this list.

www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk

E. 1. gordons.adjutant@outlook.com
    2. hello@skscotsbrigade.org.uk

     1. William Gordon's Regiment of Foote (closed group)
     2. The Scots Brigade (closed group)
     3. Friends of the Scots Brigade (open group)

Instagram - @scotsbrigade

C.O.: Nick Proudman
T. 07956 715072
E. n.proudman@yahoo.co.uk

Adjutent: Lyn Johnson
T. 07791945958
E. gordons.adjutant@outlook.com

COTN Editor: Karen Poffley
T. 07786 907727
E. karenpoffley@hotmail.com

Any suggestions for feature articles and photographs
greatly received.  Submit to Editor by 1st December

Dates for Diary

KIT TYPE
1:  Plaid   (Highland)
2:  Trews (Scots)
3: Greys   (English/Militia)

R:  Regimental Event.  Maximum attendance please
B:  Brigade Event. Support whenever possible
O: Optional.
M: Miscellaneous event.

NOTE:  As Gordon's are a Highland regiment, No 1
kit of Plaid or Mo 2 Trews are to be worn at every
event, unless you are specifically instructed to do
otherwise.  Either the CO or BCO will confirm prior
to an event if there is any change in the kit directive.
Always No 1 or 2 kit in beer tent though!

DATE(S) EVENT KIT TYPETYPE
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Quoteth of the daye

R&B     25-26 Aug Claydon House            Bucks. ABH Major - 50th Anniversary of SK.  We will
be joined by our great friends from Bavaria, the
Memmingen Musketierie. Party time and we agreed the
theme would be 'Hippies' so open up the box in the
attic.  It's gonna be groovy baby!

Full warning orders in Orders of the Day or on the SK website
Check Gordon's Facebook page for updates or additional notes

Issue 60 August 2018
 (C) Copyright 2018. All rights reserved.

William Gordon's Regiment of Foote.

DETAILS

1, 2, 3
Bavrian
Hippie
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M

Siege of Colchester

Oct

Mini.

n/a

O 1-2 Sept tbc

TORM Ryton on Dunsmore.  Stock up on your essentials

O 20-21Oct tbcEdgehill, Warws Commemoration/Skirmish

2019 Preview:
January           Holy Holly Day, Nantwich
March tbc      The Hoolie
23rd March SK 50th Anniversary Grand Banquet, Newark

According to science,
alcohol is a solution


